Characterisation of Ground Thermal and Thermo-Mechanical Behaviour for Shallow Geothermal Energy Applications
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Abstract: Increasing use of the ground as a thermal reservoir is expected in the near future. Shallow geothermal energy (SGE) systems have proved to be sustainable alternative solutions for buildings and infrastructure conditioning in many areas across the globe in the past decades. Recently novel solutions, including energy geostructures, where SGE systems are coupled with foundation heat exchangers, have also been developed. The performance of these systems is dependent on a series of factors, among which the thermal properties of the soil play a major role. The purpose of this paper is to present, in an integrated manner, the main methods and procedures to assess ground thermal properties for SGE systems and to carry out a critical review of the methods. In particular, laboratory testing through either steady-state or transient methods are discussed and a new synthesis comparing results for different techniques is presented. In situ testing including all variations of the thermal response test is presented in detail, including a first comparison between new and traditional approaches. The issue of different scales between laboratory and in situ measurements is
then analysed in detail. Finally, the thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour of soil is introduced and discussed. These coupled processes are important for confirming the structural integrity of energy geostructures, but routine methods for parameter determination are still lacking.
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1. Introduction

The use of renewable energy sources ranks significantly on the political agenda in many countries. Development is also associated with efficient energy management. The implementation of new renewable energy technologies has increased significantly in recent years and the development of this sector is in constant growth. Shallow geothermal energy (SGE) applications for buildings and infrastructure conditioning are being increasingly used. Exploitation of the subsurface top layers as a thermal reservoir is already common practice in many countries. The development of geothermal technology so that it can become a significant energy resource towards a 100% renewable heating and cooling scenario is a target in Europe by 2030 [1].

SGE systems may take a number of different forms [2]. All systems have some type of ground heat exchanger (GHE), connected to a heat delivery system, usually via a heat pump. Traditional forms of GHE include borehole heat exchangers, in which pipes for the circulation of a heat transfer fluid are embedded into small diameter boreholes up to 200 m deep, and shallower horizontal systems in which the pipes are arranged in trenches near the ground surface. The former is typically used where available space is restricted. However, novel types of heat exchangers are now routinely being developed, with energy geostructures being constructed in a number of countries [3]. These types of GHEs make dual use of civil engineering structures such as piled foundations, retaining walls, and tunnels [4], so that they serve as heat exchangers in addition to providing structural support. The thermal efficiency of SGE systems depends on a number of factors including the type of GHE [5,6], its thermal properties [7,8], the thermal behaviour of the surrounding ground [9,10], and the thermal demand [11]. Trends to increase thermal efficiency include ensuring heat transfer pipe separation and engineering thermally enhanced grouting material. Additionally, for energy geostructures, it is important to understand the thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour of the ground since temperature changes during GHE operation can lead to the development of resulting changes in stress and strain in the structure [12]. These changes need to be evaluated to ensure that there is no detrimental impact on the structural performance of the energy geostructure.

This paper considers the important topic of determination of the ground thermal properties, either in situ or in the laboratory, since without accurate information designs may over- or underestimate energy availability or incorrectly assess structural integrity. The focus is on the key thermal properties of ground thermal conductivity and GHE thermal resistance, which govern energy assessment, and on understanding the nature of the thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour. Presenting information on techniques to obtain this information together in a unified form for the first time will provide a unique resource for scholars and practitioners in energy geostructures and other SGE systems.

The paper is organised in sections that contain critical reviews of a topic area. Section 2 provides an outline of the thermal and thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) processes that occur in the ground. Section 3 focuses on laboratory testing for soil and rock thermal conductivity, bringing new insights into the differences between different testing techniques. Section 4 considers in situ thermal response testing for thermal conductivity and GHE thermal resistance, including a review of recent advances in the technique. Section 5 studies the differences in thermal properties that can be obtained at different scales, and Section 6 reviews approaches for determining thermo-hydro-mechanical properties relevant
for soil behaviour. Finally, Section 7 summarises they key points and provides recommendations of the most appropriate techniques.

2. Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical Processes in Soil and Rocks

The three main heat transfer processes can all occur in soils and rocks: conduction, convection, and radiation. However, conduction is usually the dominant process [13] and hence will be the main focus of Sections 3–5 of this paper. Fourier’s law is the basic law that describes thermal conduction. Its differential form written for heat transfer in one direction is (e.g., [14]):

\[ Q = -\lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \]  

where \( Q \) is the heat flow rate in the \( x \)-direction (W); \( \lambda \) is the thermal conductivity, a property of the material (W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)); \( A \) is the area normal to the direction of heat flow (m\(^2\)); and \( \partial T/\partial x \) is the temperature gradient (K m\(^{-1}\)). The main factors that influence soil or rock bulk thermal conductivity are the properties of the different phases (solid, pore fluid, pore air), usually measured in terms of density and moisture content. Consequently, empirical prediction models for soil thermal conductivity have historically been used (e.g., [15–19]). However, these can lead to significant errors [13] and do not account for factors such as soil structure, heterogeneity, and anisotropy, which might become important [20].

For soils, Figure 1 illustrates the situations where convection and radiation may also occur and become significant. Understanding the types of soils and conditions susceptible to these additional thermal processes is important, since their occurrence may lead to errors in property determination and, consequently, in the later system design. This will be discussed in Sections 3 and 5 of the paper.

![Main heat transfer processes in soils (after [19]).](image)

Hellstrom [21] suggests that SGE system performance can be affected by free convection if the hydraulic conductivity of the soil is greater than around \( 10^{-5} \) m/s in both vertical and horizontal directions. However, in most cases, soil and rock stratification reduces the vertical permeability or introduces less permeable horizons, which would be a significant barrier to this process. In soils and rocks, forced convection is typically more significant and occurs if ground water is flowing. It can be particularly important in fractured rocks, where thermal dispersion can also play a role [22].

The movement of moisture may be important in fine grained unsaturated soils [19]. Heating processes can cause pore water evaporation, as the water absorbs the energy associated with the latent heat of evaporation. The water vapour will then be susceptible to vapour pressure gradients and it will migrate through the soil to an area of lower vapour pressure. Here, the temperature may also be lower and the vapour would then condense, releasing the latent heat in a new location. In addition to making a contribution to the heat transfer process, moisture migration also changes the thermal
properties of the soil by affecting phase proportions. With high temperature gradients resulting from heat injection, drying of the soil can reduce the thermal conductivity. Hellstrom [21] suggests that this phenomenon becomes significant in high porosity soils of low saturation when temperatures surpass 25 °C. Consequently, this phenomenon is being considered in current research (e.g., [12]).

Moisture migration is one example of thermo-hydraulic coupling of soil behaviour. However, with the introduction of energy geostructures, it becomes important to consider how thermal loading affects not just the hydraulic conditions, but also the mechanical ones. The magnitude of these effects and the way they evolve with time should be taken into account and quantified to achieve a sustainable design. To this aim, multi-physical analysis, namely coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) analysis, should be ideally undertaken.

The effect of temperature in the mechanical behaviour of soils is well-known and rather complex, and has been confirmed for decades in a number of experimental tests (e.g., [23–26]). For SGE applications this is essentially a one-way effect, as the influence of mechanical actions on the temperature field is usually negligible (Figure 2). On the contrary, the thermal and hydraulic effects are mutually coupled, thereby thermal loads may induce changes in pore pressures and in the water flow regime, and the hydraulic conditions may also affect the thermal field (since the pore fluids conduct and transport heat). Lastly, the mechanical and hydraulic effects also exhibit mutual interaction, caused by changes in effective stress induced by pore pressure variations.

![Figure 2. Schematic representation of relevant couplings in shallow geothermal energy (SGE) systems.](image)

3. Laboratory Thermal Testing of Soils and Rocks

The thermal conductivity of soils and rocks can be determined by laboratory measurements that are cheaper and usually quicker than in situ tests. However, laboratory measurements do not account for site-specific conditions such as the presence of high groundwater flow, spatial heterogeneity, and scale effects that directly impact the effective thermal properties (see Section 5).

In general, steady-state and transient methods can be used for thermal conductivity testing. The steady-state methods determine thermal properties by establishing a temperature difference across the sample that does not change with time, while transient methods monitor the time-dependent heat dissipation within a sample.

The variation of the water content and the destructuration of soil due to the sampling operation can also have a major impact on the evaluation of thermal properties. Furthermore, thermal conductivity is an anisotropic property in soils and rocks, and this should also be considered in testing programmes.

The remainder of this section presents a review of the most commonly used methods for assessing the thermal conductivity of soils. This is followed by a comparison of the different techniques with a critical review.
3.1. Steady-State Methods

Steady-state techniques perform a measurement when the temperature of the material measured does not change with time. This makes the analysis straightforward since Fourier’s Law can be applied directly. The disadvantage is that a well-engineered experimental setup is usually needed.

Typical characteristics of steady-state methods are long measurement times (hours to days for single data points), and complicated apparatus and controls to create and maintain the desired heat flows. The measurements are taken at a mean temperature between the hot and cold ends of a sample and there may be difficulties due to contact resistances [27].

3.1.1. Absolute Techniques

The basic principle of the steady-state absolute technique is shown in Figure 3a. In principle, a heat source supplies a steady heat flow (Q) at one surface of a sample that is transferred through the sample volume to its opposite side, where a heat sink is present. Ideally, no heat leakage should occur from the source, the specimen, or the boundaries, thus ensuring a one-dimensional (1D) thermal heat flow in the test section. The temperature (T₁) of the heater and that of the heat sink (T₂), after an initial stage, are constant and are monitored by a control system. There are many apparatus variants on the absolute method. The key approaches for soils and rocks are described below.

![Figure 3. Principles of steady state methods (a) Absolute technique; (b) Configuration of the comparative cut-bar technique.](image)

A typical test apparatus of the absolute technique is the guarded hot plate apparatus [28–30]. The guards serve to minimise lateral heat losses, which could otherwise affect the accuracy of the method. The plates must be as flat as possible and should be made from a highly conductive material to ensure good uniformity of temperature across them. They should also have high emissivity surfaces, particularly when one is measuring low thermal conductivity materials. The temperature balance between the guards and the metering area must also be maintained within close limits (about 0.01 °C) to give confidence of negligible lateral heat exchange [31]. The sample tested needs to be relatively large (in the cm scale) and needs to be prepared in a standard circular or rectangular shape. Also, the testing time is usually long, in the range of a few hours [32].

While not explicitly designed with soils in mind, the guarded hot plate has been used for this application. In References [33,34] the thermal conductivity of sands was measured using this apparatus, while in Reference [35] the method was applied to clay soils. Similar approaches to the guarded hot plate are reported in the literature, such as the thermal cell that has been used for the measurement of clayey samples in Reference [36] and a wider range of soils in [37]. In Reference [38], the thermal cell of Reference [37] was further developed to reduce heat losses and hence improve accuracy.

The absolute technique is recognised as the most accurate technique for determining the thermal conductivity of insulation materials, having an uncertainty of about 1.5% over a limited, near ambient temperature range [31]. However, testing soils is more challenging since moisture migration in unsaturated soils can occur when carrying out long duration steady-state tests. Studies such as that in Reference [36] have also shown the importance of eliminating heat losses if accuracy is to be maintained. Therefore, overall lower than typical accuracy should be expected when testing soils.
3.1.2. Comparative Cut-Bar Technique

To avoid the uncertainty of the determination of the heat flow through the sample when using the absolute technique, the comparative technique can be used [39], also known as the divided cut-bar method. This method is an improvement of the absolute technique, where a standard material with known thermal conductivity is positioned in the line of heat flow, as shown in Figure 3b. In this way, the heat flow need not be measured since the amount of heat flow through the standard material is equal to that of the testing sample. The thermal conductivities \( \lambda_i \) of the test sample are then related by:

\[
\lambda_1 = \frac{A_2 L_1 (T_2 - T_3)}{A_1 L_2 (T_1 - T_2)}
\]

\( L_i \) is the length of the material, \( A_i \) is the area normal to the direction of heat flow, and \( T_i \) represents the corresponding temperatures (\( i = 1, 2, 3 \)), as shown in Figure 3b.

Results and accuracy depend on the same general parameters of the absolute method. The divided cut-bar has been used successfully to measure mainly rock samples, as in References [20, 40]. Rock samples are much less prone to moisture migration and therefore, provided heat losses are controlled, the method is reliable.

3.2. Transient Methods

Transient, time, or frequency domain methods enable quick measurement of thermal conductivity as they do not need to wait for a steady-state. The measurements are usually performed during the modulated heating up process. The heating source can be either electrical or optical, while temperature can be measured by contact (e.g., thermocouple) or without contact (infrared). A large number of devices (particularly time domain methods) are commercially available, of which the most commonly used types for soils are reviewed below. Frequency domain methods, such as the 3\( \omega \) method and the Frequency Domain Thermoreflectance Technique (FDTR), are highly accurate methods that, while used for other materials (e.g., [41]), are not generally applied to soils at present. This may be because those methods require a very smooth surface of the tested material.

3.2.1. Needle-Probe Method

Most laboratory measurements of soil thermal conductivity are made using a heated wire or needle probe modelled as a perfect line conductor. So-called transient probe methods may be described as follows: a body of known dimensions and thermal constants (the ‘probe’), which contains a source of heat and a thermometer is immersed in the medium whose constants are unknown. With the aid of suitable theoretical relations, these constants are then deduced from a record of probe temperature versus elapsed time [42, 43].

Different sizes and types of probes can be utilised. Standard needles are constructed with a minimum diameter of 2 mm and can vary to a diameter of about 6 mm and a length of 45 mm and longer [44, 45]. For soft soils, the probes can be inserted directly into the material. For harder samples, predrilling may be required, with the use of contact fluid or guiding tubes inserted first (Figure 4). The minimum diameter of the sample, according to Reference [46], is 40 mm and its minimum length is the probe length plus 20%. For higher values of thermal conductivity, a larger sample size is necessary. The accuracy of the measurements is theoretically about 2–3% and the time of measurement depends on the thermal conductivity value, varying from a few minutes to about 20 min. Examples of applying such devices to soils/rocks can be found, e.g., in References [20, 47].

Kasubuchi [48] developed the twin heat probe method, which is a comparative technique based on the thermal needle probe method. It was later used in Reference [35] for measuring clayey samples with good agreement against guarded hot plate data. Another advanced version of the thermal needle probe, which simultaneously provides thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity, is the dual thermal needle probe by Reference [49]. Here, the thermal properties are determined from the temperature
collected by a receptor needle, over time at a known distance from a line heat source placed in a parallel needle. This method has been applied to soils in References [50,51]. The main disadvantage of this over the traditional single needle probe is the potential for change in the separation of the two needles when inserted into a soil sample, since any change at this distance will affect the subsequent calculations of thermal properties.

Figure 4. Transient probes and applications, modified from Reference [44]. (a) Each probe contains a heating device and a temperature sensor embedded in a stainless-steel case. The probes come pre-calibrated, ready for use with a computer monitoring and analysing system; (b) To determine the thermal conductivity of the compacted and completely dried material, four guiding tubes were inserted at the measuring positions. Insert: metal guiding tube; (c) To position the needle probe along the axis of the core sample, the salt block was predrilled and contact fluid was applied to the probe before inserting it.

Following principles similar to those of the needle-probe method, multi-needle probes have been developed, which enable the measurement of different soil properties within the same soil volumes [52–55].

3.2.2. Transient Plane Source (TPS) Method

These surface probes basically contain a ‘resistive element’ that can be used both as a heat source and a temperature sensor. The probe is placed in good contact with a flat and slightly polished surface of a sample and a transient heating signal is transmitted. By recording and analysing the rise or decay of the temperature with time, the thermal properties of the sample, i.e., the thermal conductivity, the thermal diffusivity, the volumetric heat capacity, and the temperature of the sample, can be obtained [56].

The probes require a plane and smooth surface and are therefore probably best suited for use with rocks. Surface probes are more appropriate than needle probes when one deals with materials that are very hard or brittle and present difficulties in their drilling for a narrow and long hole with a constant diameter.

As some pressure should be applied on the probe to ensure a good contact with the material, surface probes should not be used to test compressible materials. A minimum sample size is always required to avoid reflection of the propagating heat wave at the sample boundaries. When this happens, the reflection disturbs the reading of the temperature sensor within the test time and affects the measurement. Therefore, the sample size should be between 10% and 20% longer than the probe’s length. Typical minimum sample sizes (always depending on the specifications of the probe) are a thickness of about 20 mm, and a length varying between 50 and 90 mm.

The length of the heat pulse is chosen to be short enough so that the heating element can be considered to be in contact with an infinite or semi-infinite solid throughout the transient recording. This implies that the time of a transient recording must be short enough so that the outer boundaries of
the sample do not influence the temperature increase to any measurable extent. The physical formulation and analysis is based on the general theory of the transient plane source (TPS) technique [57,58]. Modifications and extra assumptions related to the basic theory can be made to accommodate the specific arrangement and construction materials of the probe [59]. For easy measurement, the surface probe is usually insulated on one face so that heat only propagates towards the face of a flat specimen. The measurement accuracy depends on the specific probe and manufacturer and can be from 2 to 15% [44,45,60]. Figure 5 shows various types of surface probes.

![Figure 5. Various types of surface transient probes. The specimen or probe is large enough to ensure good contact. (a) Modified Transient Plane Source (MTPS) Sensor for TCi Thermal Conductivity Analyser [61]; (b) Surface probe for Isomet portable heat transfer analyser [45]; (c) Sensor for Hot Disk TPS Thermal Conductivity Instrument [60].](image)

There also exist surface attachments that utilize needle probes and can be used in a similar way as the abovementioned sensors on the top of a flat and smooth sample. For example, Reference [44] uses a disk-shaped probe with a needle embedded in the underside of its body. Part of the heat generated by the needle penetrates into the sample material and part into the disk-shaped probe material (Figure 6). A correction method developed by Reference [44] uses the thermal parameters of the probe and sample to automatically determine the effective amount of heat entering into the sample material and evaluate the thermal properties of the sample. Examples of applications in soils/rocks can be found in References [62–65].

![Figure 6. TeKa disk-shaped probe [44]. (a) TeKa disk-shaped material with embedded needle probe in the underside; (b) Heat profile in the disk-shaped material and sample, around the needle probe.](image)

3.2.3. Optical Scanning Technique

The optical laser scanning technique is a noncontact optical method able to rapidly obtain a large number of measurements. In principle, the temperature of a sample is measured before and
after the passage of a constant heat source near the sample. Once again Fourier’s law gives the link between thermal conductivity \( \lambda \) and the source power \( Q \), the maximum temperature increase \( \Delta T \) and the distance \( x \) between the source and the sensor [66]:

\[
\lambda = \frac{Q}{2\pi x \Delta T}
\] (3)

In practice, two infrared temperature sensors and a heat source are passed in front of black coated samples at a constant distance and constant velocity. The velocity of the scanning is based on the layer thickness required for the study, and is in the range of 1–10 mm·s\(^{-1}\). Measurement can be carried out either for plane or cylindrical surfaces of dry or saturated samples. The measurement may be performed directly on the rough surface (surface roughness of up to 1.0 mm) covered with an optical coating (25–40 \( \mu \)m thick) to minimize the influence of the varying optical reflection coefficient.

Reference standards with known conductivities \( \lambda_R \) are interspersed with samples and aligned along the scanning direction. The relation between the two thermal conductivities is given by:

\[
\lambda = \lambda_R \frac{T_R}{T}
\] (4)

where \( T \) and \( T_R \) are the respective temperatures. The infrared radiometer continuously registers the temperature along the heating line, and a continuous thermal profile is provided. Measurements at various angles (\( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \)—see Figure 7) allow the determination of the thermal conductivity of anisotropic solids. The measurable range of thermal conductivity is 0.2–70 W·m\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\), with a measurement error of around 3%.

**Figure 7.** Principle of optical scanning method [66]. V: velocity of scanning; O: area of the heat spot; S: detection area of the radiometer; A, B, C: main axes of thermal conductivity with angles \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \gamma \) to the line of scanning, respectively.

This technique has been used for measuring rock specimens. Reference [66] studied samples from 3 to 17 cm in length, 3–9 cm in width, and 2–6 cm in thickness. The technique can also be applied to rock core, as for example in Reference [67], where sandstone cores of 0.076 m in diameter and 0.5 m in length were studied. Thermal conductivity of 745-mm core samples from the Tarim basin in China was also determined using this technique [68].

3.3. Comparison of Methods

The measurement of thermal properties of soils and rocks has been tackled by different techniques in the literature, namely the guarded hot plate, the thermal cell, the divided bar, the thermal needle probe, the dual thermal needle probe, the transient plane source, and the optical scanning techniques.
These techniques allow the analysis of soil and rock samples in the centimetre to decimetre scale. However, not all techniques are suitable to all types of soils and rocks. This is because the nature of the specimens varies: cohesive and non-cohesive soils, rocks, different levels of water content and compaction levels, etc.

Direct comparison between the various available methods is hard to achieve as it would require studying samples under similar circumstances (collected in the same place, with the same water content and density conditions). As a result, the number of such comparisons in the literature is very limited, with those available being reviewed below. Figure 8 provides a comparison of measurements performed with transient and steady-state methods for a variety of soils at different saturation degrees and temperatures.

When testing relatively homogenous materials, both steady-state and transient methods are expected to give the same results. However, when dealing with heterogeneous materials, which is quite common for rocks or soils, one should expect that steady-state methods return more accurate and reliable values, provided that the sample size is large enough, heat losses are minimised, and no processes other than diffusion are occurring within the sample. Steady-state methods are claimed to be more accurate than transient methods, but there is actually little evidence to support that claim when it comes to soil analysis. In fact, Mitchel and Kao [69] reported that after evaluating several methods, the thermal needle probe was more appropriate due to its relative simplicity and rapid measurement time. Figure 8, however, shows that there is no trend between steady-state and transient test results taken across those available sources. However, there is a trend to utilise steady-state methods for rocks (solid mineral matter) and transient methods for soils (e.g., see Reference [40]).

In general, transient techniques can be applied to any type of soil under any water content condition [33], although it is important to make sure the size of any heating needles used are appropriate for the soil grain size. Jackson and Taylor [75], upon assessing transient methods, concluded that their main advantages are: (i) moisture migration in response to temperature gradients was minimised, and (ii) a long wait for thermal gradients to equilibrate was not required.

In an effort to quantify measurement uncertainties, Reference [20] reported higher thermal conductivity measurements obtained with the thermal needle probe (up to 10–20%) compared to the divided bar in unconsolidated sediments. This was in agreement with some studies, such as...
Reference [19], but contradicted others, such as Reference [76], showing a general disharmony. The thermal needle probe did provide a lower thermal conductivity anisotropy in samples where measurements were performed in two perpendicular directions, as a result of the way that the heat was transferred by transient and steady-state methods.

Tarnawski and collaborators [33,71,72], who used the thermal needle probe, and Nikolaev et al. [34], who employed the guarded hot plate, constitute the most recent and complete studies on the dependency of the thermal conductivity of standard sands at different degrees of saturation over a temperature range. For dry sands, in Reference [34] agreement was demonstrated, with a maximum discrepancy of 5.7%, between the measurements performed with the guarded hot plate and the thermal needle probe, as reported by References [33,73,77,78] (see Figure 8). In saturated conditions, the guarded hot plate apparatus measured a maximum discrepancy of 5.2% lower than the reference data by Reference [78] at 25 °C. The variations do not seem significant, falling within the expected uncertainties of the methods. However, when in Reference [34] guarded hot plate and thermal needle probe measurements were compared for a range of temperatures from 25 °C to 70 °C, the steady-state method provided higher thermal conductivities than the ones reported by References [33,71]: 2.7%, 10%, and 17.5% at 25 °C, 50 °C, and 70 °C, respectively. This misfit is attributed to the water movement driven by a temperature gradient, i.e., buoyancy-driven water flow. Because of the short duration of the measurement with the transient method, this is practically non-existent. The phenomenon was also demonstrated by a finite element model.

Regarding unsaturated sands, Reference [72] claimed that the thermal needle probe data exhibit higher values than those obtained from guarded hot plate experiments (data from References [73,74] at 25 °C). They explained this on grounds of induced soil moisture redistribution by substantial temperature gradients applied to the tested samples during long-lasting guarded hot plate experiments, which leads to sample inhomogeneity. This behaviour has been identified at low degrees of saturations ($S_r < 0.25$), yet there is not a clear trend for higher saturation degrees (see Figure 8).

The thermal cell method allows one to measure undisturbed clay samples and, in general, any kind of soil. However, reported comparative studies show that the thermal cell measurements overestimate the thermal needle probe estimations, with a difference up to 50% [47]. This disparity is mainly due to uncontrolled heat losses.

Popov et al. [66] compared the thermal needle probe, the divided bar, and the optical scanning techniques for the measurement of core rock samples. They obtained consistent measurements, as the deviation of the results from the three methods was less than 4%. However, they reported a higher scatter of the thermal needle probe technique as a consequence of point temperature measurements. They recommend the optical scanning technique when further information on thermal inhomogeneity and the three-dimensional anisotropy of rocks is required, as in References [67,79]. They recommend the divided bar method to characterize direction-dependent thermal conductivity.

Bilskie [50] validated the dual needle probe method for measuring soil (sand and loam) samples against estimations obtained from empirical models by Reference [16] for saturated sands. Smits et al. [80] also validated their dual needle probe setup against empirically predicted values by References [81–83]. This method is very sensitive to distance uncertainty and time resolution of the measured temperatures. Consequently, there is a risk that the distance between the needles may change if inserted into a hard soil.

There are no comprehensive comparative studies regarding the application of the transient plane source techniques in soils. However, their flexibility and the available sizes of sensors make them applicable to any kind of rock and soil [84].

Summing up, while measurements from transient and steady-state methods agree for dry soils (or those with low moisture content), there is no agreement for soils with high moisture contents and temperatures above 50 °C (see Figure 8). The current status still resembles that described by Reference [20]. As specimens are prepared in different ways, any comparison between methods can only be limited. It is hard to reproduce thermal properties values in different laboratories, especially
for clay and mudstone samples, and when employing surface probes on soils and rocks. There is a lack of standardised procedures focused on soil thermal property lab testing that guide the sampling, specimen preparation (compacting and saturation processes), and measuring processes. Therefore, it is essential to understand the advantages and limitations of each method before its use. A summary of the advantages and limitations of each technique used for measuring soil and rock thermal properties is provided in Table A1 in the Appendix A.

4. In Situ Thermal Testing (Thermal Response Tests)

Thermal response testing (TRT) is a widely used in situ method for the characterisation of ground thermal properties for shallow geothermal energy applications, in particular for borehole and pile heat exchangers. The most common application of thermal response testing involves the measurement of undisturbed ground temperature, ground thermal conductivity, and thermal resistance of the ground heat exchanger [85,86], which are critical design parameters for the design and analysis of borehole and pile heat exchangers. Undisturbed ground temperature is a key thermo-geological parameter needed for the assessment of the geothermal potential of an area. The temperature difference between the undisturbed ground temperature and the mean heat carrier fluid temperature circulating in the heat exchanger leads directly to the heat transfer between the ground heat exchanger and the surrounding ground. Ground with higher thermal conductivity not only yields larger heat transfer rates but also recuperates more rapidly from thermal depletions and thermal build-ups. Thermal resistance of the ground heat exchanger, \( R_b \) (m·K·W\(^{-1}\)), is the effective thermal resistance between the heat carrier fluid in the ground heat exchanger and the surrounding ground. A lower value of thermal resistance leads to better system performance, a smaller ground heat exchanger size, and a lower installation cost.

A thermal response test is usually performed to assist the sizing of ground heat exchanger fields. Its execution is recommended for installation capacities larger than 30 kW [87]. This section complements earlier reviews on the topic [88–91], and presents the state of the practices and methodologies adopted in thermal response testing. In the following sections, the basic constructs of thermal response testing are described, introducing undisturbed ground temperature estimations techniques, standard testing procedures, and main analysis methods. This provides the basis for more innovative thermal response test practices such as distributed and enhanced thermal response tests and the thermal response testing of pile heat exchangers.

4.1. Undisturbed Ground Temperature

For SGE applications, the ground temperature is characterised by three different ground zones: surface, shallow, and relatively-deep. Temperature profiles of the surface ground zone (i.e., top few centimetres) and the shallow ground zone (i.e., from the surface zone to a few meters down) vary with the diurnal and seasonal changes of ambient air temperature, respectively. Underground temperature of the relatively-deep zone (i.e., from the shallow zone to few hundred meters down) increases slowly with depth due to the geothermal gradient.

In most practical cases, especially concerning vertical borehole applications, a single value of average ground temperature, generally referred to as the undisturbed ground temperature, is used as a design parameter. Several studies, including References [92–98], have underlined the significance of undisturbed ground temperature, and have shown its effect on factors including sizing of the ground heat exchanger, extracted thermal power, and performance of the heat pump, among others.

The undisturbed ground temperature is determined, in situ, by mainly two methods, i.e., downhole temperature logging, and the fluid circulation method [88]. In the downhole temperature logging method, the temperature distribution along the borehole depth is measured by means of a downhole temperature sensing system. A simple or weighted average of the measured temperature values is then used to approximate the undisturbed ground temperature. Various downhole temperature measurements systems, including wired temperature sensors, submersible wireless probes, and fiber optics, among others, are used in practice. This method is relatively easy to apply to groundwater-filled
boreholes, where the temperature measurements can generally be taken by lowering the downhole sensors in the spacing between the heat exchanger pipes and the borehole outer wall. The downhole sensing system is generally retracted after performing the measurements. In grouted boreholes, the application of downhole temperature logging is slightly more complicated. Measurements in the spacing between the heat exchanger pipes and the borehole wall can only be taken if a permanent downhole temperature sensing system has been installed before grouting the borehole. Otherwise, the temperature can only be measured inside the heat exchanger pipes. It is important that the heat carrier fluid is kept in the pipes long enough to reach thermal equilibrium with the surrounding ground. It is also important to submerge the sensing element slowly to prevent any disturbance of the fluid in the pipes.

The fluid circulation method involves circulating the heat carrier fluid through the undisturbed borehole without injecting or extracting any heat. Firstly, the fluid is kept long enough in the heat exchanger pipes to reach equilibrium with the surrounding ground. Then, the undisturbed ground temperature is estimated from the fluid temperature exiting the ground heat exchanger. The most common approach is to circulate the fluid in the ground heat exchanger until temperature variations peter out, and the circulating fluid temperature stabilises. The stabilised fluid temperature is then taken as an approximation of the undisturbed ground temperature. A second approach [99] is to use the minimum temperature value of the heat carrier fluid exiting the ground heat exchanger during the first circulation cycle as an estimation of the undisturbed ground temperature. A third approach is to take the average temperature of the fluid exiting the ground heat exchanger during the first circulation cycle as an estimate of the undisturbed ground temperature.

When using the fluid circulation measurement method, several factors, including fluid temperature outside the ground loop, heat gains from the circulation pump, ambient coupling, and fluid residence time in the heat exchanger, may affect the undisturbed ground temperature measurements. This is particularly relevant if the fluid is circulated through the ground heat exchanger more than one time. Javed and Fahlén [100] and Gehlin and Nordell [101] compared various approaches to measure undisturbed ground temperatures on a multi-borehole field and a single borehole, respectively. The results of both these studies suggest that the average temperature of the fluid exiting the ground heat exchanger during the first circulation cycle provides the best estimate of the undisturbed ground temperature. On the contrary, the stabilised fluid temperature and the minimum fluid temperature approaches are both shown to have serious shortcomings. The undisturbed ground temperature value could be greatly influenced by ambient coupling and heat gains from the circulation pump when using the stabilised fluid temperature approach. Similarly, the minimum recorded temperature approach could result in strongly underestimated undisturbed ground temperature value, especially with low ambient temperatures during the measurement.

When measuring the undisturbed ground temperature, it is necessary to pay attention to the effects of urbanisation and other anthropogenic activities on the measured temperature values [102–107]. Elevated ground temperatures and zero or negative ground temperature gradients should be expected and allowed in the design of shallow geothermal systems in close proximity to existing facilities including buildings and structures, or in urban areas.

4.2. Thermal Response Testing

A thermal response test consists of measuring the temperature evolution of a ground heat exchanger under a prescribed thermal load. Several variations of the test procedure exist e.g., References [86,108–113].

The thermal response test variants differ based upon their operation mode (i.e., heating or cooling), boundary conditions (constant heat flux or constant input temperature), analysis period (active phase or recovery phase), and measurement system (standard, distributed, or enhanced sensing), among others. However, the common principle upon which all variants of thermal response tests are
based is capturing the thermal response of the ground to a known thermal excitation, and evaluating ground and borehole thermal properties using a suitable heat transfer model.

Despite all its variants and recent developments, the conventional approach to thermal response testing remains the most prevalent and universal approach, and is the preferred testing method for estimating ground and borehole thermal properties. This is due to the simplicity of design, implementation, control, and evaluation of the conventional approach. When performed in the conventional way, the standard methodology of thermal response testing begins with measuring undisturbed ground temperature, followed by constant power heat injection or extraction for a period of 2–3 days. Most often the testing is performed in heat injection mode to minimise the influence of external factors affecting the measurements. An electric resistance heater is typically used to heat the heat carrier fluid at a constant power rate $q$ of 50–80 W·m$^{-1}$. The temperature of the heat carrier fluid entering and leaving the borehole is measured, together with the flow rate, ambient temperature, and input power to the electric heater and the circulation pump. Measurements are taken at regular intervals of 1–10 min. Finally, measurements are analysed using a mathematical heat transfer model, most commonly the infinite line source approximation, to evaluate ground thermal conductivity and borehole thermal resistance values. Figures 9 and 10, respectively, show schematic diagrams of a typical thermal response test setup, and the most typical measurements taken during a standard thermal response test.

![Figure 9. Thermal response test setup, after Reference [86].](image1)

![Figure 10. Thermal response testing (TRT) field data of a 100m-deep single U borehole heat exchanger (VIA 14), collected in Denmark [114].](image2)
Evaluation of thermal response tests can be carried out using direct or parameter estimation methods. Direct evaluation methods are based on simplified approximations of infinite line source [115] and infinite cylindrical-source [116] solutions. To use the direct methods, thermal power injected to the borehole or extracted from it should remain almost constant over the whole test duration. The standard deviation of the input power should be less than $\pm 1.5\%$ of the mean input power, and the maximum variation should be smaller than $\pm 10\%$ [117].

Of the direct methods, the infinite line source approximation method is easiest to implement and is widely used because of its simplicity and strong intuitive appeal. The method involves plotting experimentally measured mean temperatures of heat carrier fluid entering and exiting the borehole heat exchanger against logarithmic time, and using a straight line to fit the experimental measurements. The line source approximation is mostly recommended for times larger than $20 \frac{r_b^2}{\alpha}$, which generally accounts to 10–20 h for a typical borehole. This is due to the limitation of the infinite line source approximation to match the original model at smaller times—the error of the approximation for time $5 \frac{r_b^2}{\alpha}$ is 10% and for time $20 \frac{r_b^2}{\alpha}$ is less than 2.5%. The slope and intercept of the straight line are used to calculate ground thermal conductivity [86] and borehole thermal resistance [118], respectively.

Parameter estimation methods allow the analysis of thermal response tests with power variations higher than those deemed acceptable with direct evaluation methods. Parameter estimation methods account for variations in input power by considering stepwise-constant heat pulses rather than an overall constant input power. These methods initially use estimated values of ground conductivity and borehole resistance to simulate the heat carrier fluid temperature. The estimated values are then optimised by minimising the error between simulated and experimentally measured fluid temperatures. Parameter estimation methods for evaluating thermal response tests are based on both analytical as well as numerical models. Several parameter estimation methods have been implemented in high-level programming languages and are available as standalone computer programs. These include, among others, Geothermal Properties Measurement (GPM) [119], Vertical Borehole Analysis and Parameter Estimation Program [120], and TRT Evaluation Program (TEP) [121]. Software tools GPM and Vertical Borehole Analysis and Parameter Estimation Program are, respectively, based on one-dimensional finite-difference and two-dimensional finite-volume models, whereas software tool TEP is based on the analytical method proposed by Reference [122]. Parameter estimation methods based on infinite line source and infinite cylindrical-source approximations have also been implemented by individual users in spreadsheets and mathematical analysis software [94].

One important factor when analysing thermal response tests is that there could exist more than one combination of the ground thermal conductivity and borehole thermal resistance values that can match the experimentally measured temperature curve [123]. However, as noted by Reference [124], the two parameters have counterbalancing effects on the design, and using the experimentally determined values of both parameters mitigates some of the error that would occur if only the ground conductivity value estimated from the test is used for the design. It is still, however, recommended to separately calculate the borehole thermal resistance value to counter-check the experimentally determined value. Several methods to calculate borehole thermal resistance have been presented and compared in References [125,126]. A lower value of borehole thermal resistance improves the performance of the system and lowers the total required borehole length. A key factor in this regard is the choice of the grouting material between heat exchanger pipes and the surrounding ground [8,127].

Thermal response tests are subjected to possible errors caused by uncertainties in measurements, in (input) design parameters, and in the analysis method. Uncertainties in measurements arise from factors such as imprecise location, calibration, or limitations of the measuring instruments and fluctuations in the test environment. Air trapped in the pipes can also cause severe measurement inaccuracies concerning water flow rate and can negatively affect the heat transfer to the ground. Uncertainties in design parameters are caused by inaccessible, incomplete, or inaccurate data on material properties (e.g., densities and heat capacities of heat carrier fluid), geometrical dimensions (e.g., diameter and depth of borehole), and boundary and input conditions (e.g., undisturbed ground
temperature). Uncertainties in the analysis method are attributable to the inherent limitations of mathematical models used to determine ground conductivity and borehole resistance values as well as the duration of thermal response tests. In References [100,120,128], detailed uncertainty analyses of thermal response tests were presented. The overall uncertainty for each of these studies, when determined by adding all of the individual uncertainties in quadrature, are approximately ±5–10% for ground thermal conductivity and ±10–15% for borehole thermal resistance. Taking a somewhat different approach, Javed [129] evaluated nine boreholes in close proximity using the commonly-used infinite line source approximation method, and found overall experimental uncertainties of ±7% in ground conductivity value and 20% in borehole thermal resistance value.

Thermal response test results have been shown to be highly sensitive to several factors, which include climatic conditions, groundwater flow, input power variations, test duration, and analysis method. Climatic conditions cause undesired heat exchange to or from the thermal response test setup. It has been demonstrated that ground conductivity estimations inferred from thermal response testing can be affected by a factor of one third if energy losses outside the borehole are neglected [130]. Figure 11 shows an example of a thermal response test that has been strongly affected by ambient weather conditions. When performing a thermal response test, pipe connections between the test rig and the borehole, and other components of test rig including accumulator tank, circulation pump, etc., must be thermally insulated to prevent, as far as possible, the transfer of heat between the heat carrier fluid and the ambient air. A few methods to assess and eliminate the effects of ambient conditions on thermal response tests are also available [99,130].

![Figure 11. Example of a thermal response test affected by ambient conditions.](image-url)

Thermal response test measurements may also be affected by hydrogeological conditions. In the presence of significant groundwater flow, ground thermal properties evaluated by the commonly-used infinite line source approximation are invalidated. Figure 12 shows the evolution of heat carrier fluid temperatures, simulated for two cases, one with and one without groundwater flow. It can be clearly observed that due to the enhanced heat transfer between the heat carrier fluid and the ground, the evolution of heat carrier fluid temperature over time is inhibited by the presence of groundwater flow. When evaluating a test with significant groundwater flow, the enhanced heat transfer translates into a higher but inaccurate estimation of ground thermal conductivity, which continuously increases with the analysis time. It is recommended to always perform a sequential analysis [131] when evaluating a thermal response test to explore the effect of groundwater flow on the test results. Groundwater flow-influenced thermal response tests can alternatively be evaluated using a moving line source or other advection-based analytical or numerical methods, including those suggested by References [132–135].
The duration of a thermal response test greatly influences the accuracy of the estimated results. A longer test duration yields more accurate and reliable evaluation of ground and borehole thermal properties. This is because longer test durations allow borehole heat transfer to reach quasi-steady state, while simultaneously reducing statistical errors due to power and thermal fluctuations. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers [117] h. However, in References [139,140], minimum test durations of 50 and 60 h were emphasised, respectively. Long-duration thermal response tests (>100 h) were performed in References [120,129] to study the effects of different test lengths on the estimated properties. Their findings suggest that ground conductivity and borehole resistance estimates converge for test durations longer than 100 h. For test durations between 50 and 100 h, the estimated results have a maximum absolute deviation of approximately 5% of the converged values. For test durations shorter than 50 h, the errors in estimated ground conductivity and borehole resistance values are much larger. In Reference [118], a method to calculate the minimum test duration necessary to estimate ground thermal conductivity within 10% of the converged value from a long TRT was developed.

4.3. Distributed and Enhanced Thermal Response Testing

Conventional thermal response tests give average values of ground conductivity over the entire length of the borehole heat exchanger. It is not possible to measure thermal conductivity for different geological layers with a conventional test. Identifying vertical contrasts in thermal conductivity along the borehole depth may allow for the optimisation of borehole designs with respect to their placement, size, and depth.

Distributed and Enhanced Thermal Response Tests (DTRTs and ETRTs) are testing methods that measure variations in ground thermal conductivity along the entire length of the borehole heat exchangers. Both methods rely on temperature measurements taken at multiple depths along the borehole, using downhole sensors placed in the grout, or inside or outside the ground heat exchanger pipes. A distributed thermal response test [107,141-145] is very similar to a standard thermal response test. It consists in injecting heat to, or extracting heat from, the borehole heat exchanger at constant power and measuring thermal response of the ground at multiple instances along the borehole depth. The measurements are obtained by means of temperature sensors (e.g., thermocouples, thermistors, resistance temperature detectors) or fiber optic cables. Figure 13 shows examples of downhole
installation of temperature sensing and fiber optic elements used for distributed thermal response testing in practice.

An enhanced thermal response test \([113,146]\) involves injecting heat into the ground by means of one or more copper heating cables and measuring the vertical ground temperature distribution with an optical fiber cable. Generally, the copper and optical fiber cables are integrated in one single ‘hybrid cable’. The hybrid cable is shaped and sized after the ground heat exchanger, and is placed on the outside of the heat exchanger. Figure 14 shows component and installation details of hybrid cables used for enhanced thermal response testing.

The main reason for using fiber optics for distributed and enhanced thermal response testing is the acquisition of a high-resolution temperature distribution along the borehole depth. Each fiber is connected to a Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) equipment, which injects laser light. The signal is scattered and reemitted from the observed point. The backscattered signal consists of light scattered by a variety of mechanisms. Among these, the anti-Stokes Raman backscatter signal is sensitive to temperature and is used to measure the temperature profile along the fiber length. The position of the temperature reading is determined by the arrival time of the reemitted light pulse. The use of DTS in thermal response testing allows measurements of high spatial, temporal, and temperature resolution. Tests with spatial resolution of 0.2–5 m, temporal resolution of 1–10 min, and temperature resolution of 0.1–0.5 K are considered state-of-the-art today.

**Figure 13.** Construction details for distributed thermal response tests (a,b) Installation of temperature sensors at the outer surface of U-pipes; (c) Fiber optic cables fitted inside the heat exchangers after borehole execution (Limelette, Belgium).

**Figure 14.** Hybrid cables for enhanced thermal response testing (a) Picture of a hybrid cable with indication of all different components; (b) U-loop of the hybrid cable, to be attached to the bottom of the borehole heat exchanger before their installation in the borehole.

The analysis of distributed and enhanced thermal response tests is also quite similar to that of a conventional thermal response test, but with a few modifications. When analysing a distributed or an enhanced thermal response test, the borehole is divided into several smaller zones, each of 0.5 m or larger. For each zone, mean fluid temperature and difference between inlet and outlet
temperature values are obtained from the vertical temperature measurements taken along the borehole (see Figure 15). Thermal power to each zone is determined as a multiple of the mass flowrate of the heat carrier fluid times the difference between zone inlet and outlet temperatures. For an enhanced thermal response test, the injected power is constant for the entire borehole length and can be directly calculated from the electric power supplied to the heating cable. The analysis is performed separately for each zone, and corresponding estimations of thermal conductivity and borehole resistance are obtained. The analysis can be performed using any of the evaluation methods described earlier, though infinite line source approximation is mostly used. For better accuracy, it is common to carry out the analysis in the recovery phase, especially for enhanced thermal response tests.

Several recent studies have demonstrated the advantages of distributed and enhanced thermal response tests over conventional tests. These tests have been successfully used to identify and characterise hydraulic fractures (e.g., [144,147]) and ground layers (e.g., [141–143]). An example is also presented here to demonstrate the advantages of a distributed temperature sensing-based thermal response test over a conventional test. Figure 16 shows the thermal characterisation of the subsurface based on two nearby boreholes in Limelette, Belgium. The boreholes are 74 and 120 m deep, and are separated by about 6 m. Conventional and enhanced thermal response tests were carried out on both boreholes. The test parameters and results are summarised in Table 1. The ground conductivity estimations obtained from the conventional thermal response test and the average values obtained from the enhanced thermal response tests are very similar. There is a maximum difference of about 0.3 W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹ in the ground conductivity estimations from the two methods. However, as demonstrated in Figure 16, the enhanced thermal response test provides comprehensive breakdown of thermal conductivity values along the borehole.

In Figure 17, average ground thermal conductivity estimates from distributed and enhanced thermal response tests are compared to conventional test-based estimates, as reported in the literature. In all cases, results from the distributed and enhanced tests are in quite good agreement with the corresponding TRT estimates, with differences less than 10%. The results of the enhanced thermal response tests presented in this paper also displayed a similar tendency, as shown in Table 1.

![Figure 15. Schematic illustration with regard to the analysis of distributed and enhanced thermal response tests.](image-url)
Figure 16. Comparison of the thermal conductivity resulting from enhanced TRTs for a 74-m-deep and a 120-m-deep borehole in Limelette (Belgium), separated by about 6 m. Based on data from the Smart Geotherm project funded by the agency Flanders Innovation and Entrepreneurship.

Figure 17. Average ground thermal conductivity by distributed thermal response tests (DTRTs), enhanced thermal response tests (ETRTs), and conventional TRT values as reported in References [107,143,144,148].

Table 1. Comparison of the classical and enhanced thermal response tests on two nearby boreholes in Limelette (Belgium).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Borehole 74-m-Deep</th>
<th>Borehole 120-m-Deep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard TRT</td>
<td>Enhanced TRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injected power</td>
<td>53 W/m</td>
<td>28 W/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate</td>
<td>0.26 l/s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating phase duration</td>
<td>136 h</td>
<td>84 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery phase duration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average thermal conductivity</td>
<td>2.1–2.2 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹</td>
<td>2.0 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on data from the Smart Geotherm project funded by the agency Flanders Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
There are also considerations and constraints when using distributed and enhanced thermal response tests. One significant aspect that needs to be considered when using distributed temperature sensing is that, unlike other temperature sensors, fiber optic measurements require continuous in situ calibration. This is because any change in the operating conditions of the optical fiber and the DTS equipment (e.g., ambient temperature), alters the calibration parameters \[145,149\]. It is, hence, necessary to place a section of the optical fiber into a known-temperature environment, e.g., water or ice bath, during the whole testing procedure for offset calibration. Moreover, longer fiber lengths also need to be adjusted for slope losses, thus requiring calibration measurements at two different sections of the fiber optic. Furthermore, when evaluating distributed or enhanced thermal response tests, it is often assumed that there is no heat transfer between different zones, like those shown in Figure 15. However, this assumption is void if different geological layers with significantly different ground thermal conductivities are present, which can significantly affect the test results \[150\]. Also, the distributed temperature measurements depend on the location of the fiber in the heat exchanger, and the relative position of the heat exchanger pipes to each other. As these positions are unknown, and may also vary along the borehole depth, there are certain intrinsic errors in calculating the average fluid temperature for each zone. Due to these and other potential problems and limitations in applying distributed and enhanced thermal response tests, there exist certain uncertainties in ground properties estimated from these approaches, an example of which can also be seen in Figure 16 for two enhanced thermal response tests performed on two nearby boreholes.

4.4. Thermal Response Testing of Foundation Pile Heat Exchangers

Energy piles are energy geostructures that utilise reinforced concrete foundation piles as heat exchangers. Pile heat exchangers are less slender than borehole heat exchangers, being shorter and wider than the latter, hence yielding lower aspect ratios (length/diameter). Borehole heat exchanger aspect ratios range from 100 to 1500, whereas energy pile aspect ratios are typically smaller than 50. Energy piles consist of reinforced concrete (instead of grout) and their structural integrity is prioritised over thermal performance for obvious reasons. Energy piles vary in length, typically between 10 to 50 m with a diameter from 0.3 to 1.5 m, utilising different types of design geometries \[151\] (see Table A2 in the Appendix A).

However, due to the underlying similarities between the borehole and pile heat exchangers, attempts have been made to adapt the thermal response testing practice and interpretation methods to energy piles \[152\]. Longer duration thermal response tests are usually needed for pile heat exchangers due to their larger diameter—and, hence, thermal mass—in comparison to traditional borehole heat exchangers. The testing procedure remains similar to that for borehole testing. However, there is a lack of scientifically supported guidelines for the interpretation of energy pile thermal response test data. International guidelines limit the practicability of field testing energy piles to diameters up to 0.3 m because of time and cost restrictions \[153\]. Table A2 provides a summary of studies where strict use of the thermal response testing method has been adopted for pile heat exchangers to determine the soil thermal conductivity.

When analysing energy pile thermal response test data, models that have been developed for vertical borehole heat exchangers, such as the infinite line source \[116\], are generally applied. However, large diameter and short aspect ratio heat exchangers deviate from traditional, generally assumed line source behaviour. When using the line source model to evaluate thermal response tests, the thermal response after a few hours is assumed to be log-linear with respect to time. For low aspect ratio piles, this linear behaviour never truly occurs as three-dimensional effects (i.e., surface boundary conditions and end effects), causing the actual thermal response of piles to diverge from that of line source solutions \[154\]. The axial effects imply that the measured temperatures always fall below the line source modelled temperatures, which further implies that the line source-based interpretation will systematically overestimate the thermal conductivity.
In the dimensioning of borehole heat exchanger fields, the borehole thermal resistance is considered constant, as it is assumed that the borehole heat exchanger reaches a steady-state condition after a few hours of operation. However, piles can take days or even months to reach a steady-state condition and the assumption of constant pile thermal resistance neglects the thermal inertia related to large diameter piles [154].

To appropriately interpret thermal response test data from pile heat exchangers, a number of alternatives exist (Table A2), either in the form of analytical solutions, (semi)empirical functions, or 2- or 3D numerical models. The first category includes analytical solutions such as the line and cylindrical source finite solutions suggested by References [116] and [115], the finite line source solution presented by Reference [155], the composite cylindrical model to account for the contrasting thermal properties of the pile and the soil reported in References [156,157], the infinite solid cylindrical heat source model described in References [91,158], and semi analytical models such as those described in Reference [159]. The second category includes temperature response empirical functions (so-called G-functions), e.g., see Reference [154], which are developed for specific ranges of pile heat exchanger geometries and provide temperature solutions for different pile aspects ratios (shown in Figure 18). The final category potentially constitutes the most accurate means to back-analyse thermal response tests and estimate thermal parameters. However, the computational effort of a full 3D numerical model-based interpretation is potentially too burdensome for routine thermal design.

Zarrella et al. [160] recently back-analysed a thermal response test on a 20-m-long, double U-tube 0.6m diameter energy pile near Venice (Italy). The geological setting includes alternating layers of clay and silty sand. The inversion of measured temperatures utilises a detailed numerical forward model based on an electrical analogy, making use of lumped thermal capacities and resistances [161]. Comparing this interpretation with the traditional line heat source approach, the authors found that the latter approach led to ground conductivity estimates roughly twice the numerical model-based estimate. This suggests that the choice of interpretation method can cause significant errors in the dimensioning of the overall system. Thus, the authors recommend the use of an interpretation method that accounts for 3D effects and the actual geometry of the pile. Similar conclusions are drawn in Reference [162], where synthetic data from a 3D finite element model of a 1m diameter pile was used to find an upper bound of 50% for the error in estimating thermal conductivity when using the line source model. In Reference [163], a 3D numerical finite element model was employed to simulate short-term TRTs on prototype 0.4 m diameter precast energy piles placed in partially saturated weathered granite
in Korea. Similar to the findings of Reference [162], the numerical assessment of thermal conductivity resulted in values of about half of those estimated by conventional 1D analysis.

An analogous fully 3D numerical approach was also employed in References [164,165], where the experimental results of a multi-stage, one-month-long TRT of a 0.3 m diameter test pile installed in London clay were reproduced. The same data were analysed in Reference [166]. Soil thermal conductivity was estimated with a numerical method, the infinite line source, and the pile G-functions proposed by Loveridge and Powrie (2013) [154]. The line source method overestimated the ground thermal conductivity values by up to 20% compared to the numerical method. The values estimated from empirical methods such as G-functions were closer to those from the 3D numerical model, with a maximum difference of 10%.

Based on the above studies and similar outcomes from other authors (e.g., [157,167,168]), it is demonstrated that the use of numerical methods to back-analyse TRT data on energy piles is a more accurate way to estimate soil and concrete thermal parameters. These methods are preferred over traditional 1D methods, especially when referring to short duration TRT data, and/or analysing large diameter, multiple U-tube, low conductivity concrete, or otherwise less conventional energy piles. One possible shortcoming of numerical methods is their computational expense, and the characterisation they require, which is generally greater than other methods and can make them unsuitable for routine practical usage. In this respect, the use of (semi)empirical methods such as G-functions can be an advantage, as they represent a compromise between reliability and ease of use/computation time.

5. Scale in Thermal Properties Measurement

This paper has so far considered the features of different methods of small-scale laboratory testing for thermal properties (Section 3), as well as the procedures for carrying out and interpreting large-scale in situ thermal response tests (Section 4). While work has been carried out on both these topics by a number of researchers, there remain fewer case studies where high-quality testing, both in situ and at the laboratory scale, has been carried out on the same materials from the same locations. This is an important area, since other diffusive properties of geological materials, e.g., hydraulic conductivity, are well known to be scale-dependent. This is especially true for heterogeneous media (e.g., [169]). There are also differences between the testing methods themselves that are applied at different scales which may affect the results. We show below from a literature review that the in situ values of thermal conductivity are significantly greater than laboratory-derived values and further discuss this systematic discrepancy using examples as appropriate. This is followed by a discussion of how we can upscale from field and laboratory analysis to regional scale assessments of properties or geothermal potential.

5.1. Comparison between Laboratory and Field Thermal Characterisation

Table A3 in the Appendix A reports known cases where in situ testing for thermal conductivity has been carried out on boreholes or piles when measurements have also been made in the laboratory. The results of these tests are then summarised in Figure 19 below. The results span deep boreholes, large-scale laboratory tests, and a variety of energy piles. Most of the laboratory testing were conducted with the needle probe, although there are also some cases of other transient methods. In situ measurements are all made with thermal response tests (TRT), the majority of which are interpreted using the line source approximation, although there are two cases of finite element analysis (FEA) being used.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that in most cases the field scale tests give rise to larger values of thermal conductivity, with a maximum factor of 2 in the reported studies, which is much greater than the observed inter-TRT variability (Figure 17). There are a number of reasons that could explain these results, which are discussed in the sections below.
5.1.1. True Scale Effects

Laboratory tests, and especially transient tests with a short duration, will thermally activate a much smaller volume of soil or rock compared to borehole scale thermal response tests. Therefore, the presence of fabric, structure, or large-scale fracturing, which may be present at the metre scale in the field, will not be considered in laboratory tests, which typically have a representative elementary volume on the centimetre scale. Depending on the nature of these features and their orientation compared to the heat flow direction, they may lead to higher or lower thermal conductivity. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that even very small-scale heterogeneities can influence intermediate-scale thermal properties, with effective thermal conductivity of rock core determined to be less than the average of smaller scale point measurements [79].

5.1.2. Groundwater Effects

One factor of scale which will always result in higher values of effective thermal conductivity is the presence of advecting groundwater (e.g., [140]) within pore spaces or especially fractures. It is interesting here to note the observations in Reference [170], where 57 boreholes were tested in situ and compared the results of laboratory tests on 1398 rock core samples. They found that those geological formations which were known to be karstic, highly fractured, or porous and were thus associated with regional flow conditions, were also the formations where there was the biggest difference between laboratory and field scale thermal conductivity values. This is consistent with groundwater movement being one of the major causes of laboratory/field discrepancies. field discrepancies. field discrepancies.

5.1.3. Sampling Issues

It is almost impossible to take a truly undisturbed soil sample. For the granular soils in Figure 19, the laboratory tests were performed on reconstituted samples. These samples may have been prepared at voids ratio or moisture contents not entirely representative of field conditions. For clay soil, it is well known (e.g., [178]) that the shearing induced by the process of sampling will both locally change the structure of the clay and also effect its moisture content. Samples may also dry over time if not well sealed or tested rapidly (e.g., as is the case in Reference [47]). The latter factors in particular could lead to a systematic underestimation of thermal conductivity from laboratory tests, since the results are dependent on moisture content (e.g., [179]).

Rocks also present a challenge. Unless expensive core is available (e.g., [170]) then drill cuttings must be used instead. Similar to granular soils, this leads to difficulty in reconstitution and moisture contents will not be representative of in situ conditions. For example, the dry rock cuttings tested in Reference [171] show a large deviation from the in situ TRT results.

**Figure 19.** Comparison of laboratory and field-derived thermal conductivity values based on data in References [47,107,108,152,163,170–177].
5.1.4. Error Sources from In Situ Test Data

As discussed in Section 4.2, one of the main sources of error in thermal response testing is the transfer of energy from the test equipment to the ambient air conditions before the circulating fluid has had a chance to reach the ground. This happens if the rig and connecting pipes are not properly insulated, or the length of the connecting pipes is not minimised [108]. Where information is available, it appears that the majority of tests reported in Table A3 were conducted in scenarios where the fluid injection temperature was higher than the surrounding air temperatures. This means a tendency for heat loss to the air and an underestimation of thermal conductivity due to overestimation of the actual heat transferred to the ground. Obviously, when tests are conducted on especially warm days, or where there is a heat rejection test, then the opposite phenomena may occur.

Another potentially systematic source of error for thermal response tests is particularly relevant for energy piles. As discussed in Section 4.4, simple interpretation methods applied to low aspect ratio pile TRTs will systematically overestimate the thermal conductivity. This feature can also be observed in Figure 19, where the smallest aspect ratio pile tests show some of the greater laboratory to field data differences (e.g., [47,172,173]).

5.2. Example Characterisation

An example of the challenges of thermal conductivity characterisation across these scales is shown in Figure 20, which presents test results from a site in Belgium. The site contains five energy test piles and a borehole heat exchanger (BHE) as well as other boreholes and cone penetration test (CPT) locations [180]. The thermal conductivity at the site was determined by both laboratory testing and a thermal response test on the BHE. Samples were taken from different depths in the same hole. Undisturbed samples were tested with the needle probe. The disturbed samples were reconstituted and tested with a transient plane source probe at different voids ratios, assuming fully saturated conditions. These results are presented in Figure 20, along with the range of results from the borehole TRT. The results vary by almost a factor of 2 and reflect uncertainties arising from sample quality, derived characterisation from disturbed samples, errors from the use of a short borehole, as well as the overall heterogeneity of the site as shown by the CPT profiles.

Figure 20. Soil characterisation of a site in Ostend, Belgium, showing: (a) thermal conductivity values from disturbed and undisturbed samples and from a TRT on a 11.5-m-deep borehole; (b) cone resistance and friction ratio profiles. Based on data from the Smart Geotherm project funded by the agency Flanders Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
5.3. Upscaling from Field to Regional Scale

It is desirable to have a general knowledge of the spatial distribution of the geothermal characteristics of an area before determining in detail the design parameters for a shallow geothermal facility [181]. Consequently, the question of upscaling local data, whether collected in situ through TRT or via laboratory studies on samples, to regional information has become important. The use of such datasets in a geographical information system (GIS) interactive online platform is becoming common. An example is the Thermomap project, which mapped the very shallow geothermal potential (up to a depth of 10 m) across Europe [182]. However, reliable large-scale geothermal mapping can only be based on a significant number of individual in situ or laboratory measurements of thermal conductivity [183].

Taking a regional example in more detail, for Flanders (Belgium), thermal conductivity maps were developed and integrated in an online geothermal screening tool (http://tool.smartgeotherm.be). An existing hydrogeological model of the area was used as a basis. All soil layers were classified by their lithostratigraphic description and subdivided into five soil categories (sand, clayey sand, loam, sandy clay, and clay). Next, two subsets of minimum and average thermal conductivity values were derived for the five soil categories by a calibration process that aimed to underestimate the in-field thermal conductivity by only 5% for the minimum values and 50% for the average values. This calibration was based on 14 available TRT results. Figure 21 shows the derived average thermal conductivity map for a depth of 100 m or up to bedrock. Subsequently, six new TRT results were gathered and compared to the minimum and average predicted values, respectively. All measured thermal conductivity values were higher than the minimum predicted values and five of the six average predicted values lie in the ±10% deviation band of the measured thermal conductivity value.

![Figure 21](image.png)

Figure 21. Prediction of the average thermal conductivity in Flanders over a depth of 10 m or up to bedrock. The available TRT results for thermal conductivity calibration are indicated by letters A to N. The TRT results used for verification of the maps are indicated by V1 to V6.

6. Characterisation of Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical (THM) Soil Behaviour

6.1. Relevant Coupling Effects in Energy Geostructures

While ground thermal characterisation has already been discussed above, the issues of ground mechanical and hydraulic effects induced by temperature changes are addressed in this section.

During the operation of SGE systems, soil temperature varies typically in the range of 5 °C to 40 °C (e.g., [23–25]). Laboratory test results in those temperature ranges are available in the literature (e.g., [26,185,186]). However, most of the experimental evidence dealing with THM soil behaviour is related to radioactive waste disposal problems, and involve much wider temperature ranges, typically from 20 °C to 100 °C (e.g., [23–25]). Other geomechanical/geophysical topics where soil THM behaviour is relevant include the analysis of catastrophic landslide collapse (e.g., [187–190]), rapid slip events in faults (e.g., [191,192]), and the effects of freezing-thawing cycles on soil mechanical
properties (e.g., [193–195]). However, overall, there is a relative lack of experimental data on soil THM behaviour, although the scientific community has acknowledged the importance of this subject for several engineering applications.

The issue of mechanical effects due to thermal loads on SGE applications is relevant to all energy geostructures (energy piles, diaphragm walls, or tunnel linings), as THM effects should be accounted for in addition to structural design loads. On the other hand, BHE are excluded from thermo-mechanical analyses, given their purely thermal function.

The magnitude of additional stresses and strains resulting from temperature variations on energy geostructures depends on many factors and the way they mutually interact. Among the most important factors are the transient heat conduction parameters (as they determine the temperature field), the contrast between the volumetric elastic thermal expansion coefficients of the different phase constituents of the soil (solid, liquid, and gaseous) and of concrete, saturation ratios and permeability, the drainage conditions, and the structure’s boundary constraints.

Due to its microstructure (multiphase constitution), soil shows a complex THM behaviour, in which particle size, mineralogy, and stress history play major roles. In normally consolidated clayey soils under constant mechanical load, heating induces thermo-plastic loading and contractive volumetric behaviour, while heavily over-consolidated clays tend to exhibit a thermo-elastic response (although according to some authors, inelastic strains can also be observed [196]). This behaviour has been successfully captured by constitutive modelling in the framework of Cam-Clay, including the thermal dependency of the soil volumetric behaviour, upon formulating a temperature-dependent hardening rule ([24,25,197–199]) followed by experimental confirmation (e.g., [198,200]).

A number of unclear aspects about the mechanical effects of thermal cycling on SGE systems are still to be studied ([201,202]), and some conflicting results emerge from the literature (e.g., [3,201]). The importance and relevance of these effects, and their influence in energy geostructure structure design, has not yet been clearly assessed. Moreover, no standard tests for soil THM characterisation have been yet identified.

A first approximation for evaluating thermo-mechanical soil response can be obtained by means of analytical solutions assuming several simplifications (e.g., [200]) which imply the evaluation of an elastic thermal expansion coefficient. Greater insight can be obtained by carrying out typical soil mechanics laboratory tests, properly adapted to temperature-controlled conditions (e.g., [184,186,203,204]).

### 6.2. Effect of Temperature on Soil Mechanical Behaviour

By virtue of soil’s multiphase nature, to model THM effects the behaviour of the different constituents must be taken into account. Between the upper- and lower-bound saturation, namely the completely dry and fully saturated conditions, the partially saturated soil conditions introduce additional complexity, especially for fine grained soils, due to the presence of suction forces that are also temperature dependent. Non-isothermal partially saturated soil conditions will not be addressed here, but the interested reader is referred to, e.g., References [205–207] for further reading.

In the simplest case of an elastic isotropic soil element in unrestrained and saturated conditions (free expansion), the volumetric strain rate $\varepsilon^T_v$ (volumetric thermal expansion) due to an applied temperature rate $T$ can be obtained analytically by:

$$
\varepsilon^T_v = -\beta T,
$$

where $\beta$ is the volumetric free thermal expansion coefficient for any drainage condition (including partially drained conditions) obtained through [199]:

$$
\beta = \frac{[K + (1 - n)K_f]g + K_f(n\beta_w - \zeta / T)}{K + K_f}.
$$
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In the above, \( \beta_g \) and \( \beta_w \) are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficients of the soil particles and water, respectively; \( K \) and \( K_f \) are the bulk modulus of the soil skeleton and Biot’s modulus, respectively; \( n \) is the porosity \( (K_f = K_w / n, K_w \) the water’s bulk modulus); and \( \zeta \) is the rate of water per unit volume flowing into or out of the soil voids \( (\zeta > 0 \) for water flowing out of the voids). Thus, four constants enable the estimation of the elastic soil thermal expansion.

For the same conditions, the excess pore pressure rate may be obtained as \([199]\):

\[
u = \frac{KK_f [n(\beta_w - \beta_g)] - \zeta / T]}{K + K_f T}.
\]  
(7)

In undrained conditions, \( \zeta = 0 \). For totally drained conditions \( (K_f = 0 \text{ or } \zeta = n(\beta_w - \beta_g)T), \beta = \beta_g \) and no pore pressure develops \( (\nu = 0) \). In the other cases, and when \( \beta_w \neq \beta_g \), a change in pore pressure occurs. The trend is such that under an increase in temperature \( (T > 0) \), if the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid \( (\beta_w = 2 \times 10^{-4} \degree C^{-1}, \text{at } 20 \degree C) \) is higher than that of the solid grains (as generally happens), the soil skeleton restrains the water expansion and the pore pressure increases, and consequently the effective stress (and the soil strength) decreases. The opposite occurs under a decrease in temperature. This effect of pore water increase during heating is known as thermal pressurisation \( (\text{e.g., [188,191,192,208,209]}). \)

Whenever the thermo-mechanical loading and soil conditions are such that irreversible (i.e., plastic) straining occurs, the above relationships are not sufficient to capture the constitutive soil behaviour and reference should be made instead to elasto-plastic relationships. To calculate thermo-plastically induced strain (in a stress- and temperature-controlled problem) or stress (in a strain- and temperature-controlled problem), employing a critical state-type constitutive model it is typically necessary to numerically solve a system of rate equations \( (\text{e.g., [24,188,210]}). \)

Along the same lines, formulations exist to calculate thermal pressurisation in thermo-plastic conditions, e.g., when the soil’s solid skeleton exhibits thermo-plastic volumetric collapse while pore water still tends to expand thermo-elastically. Thermo-plastically induced pore pressure build-up can be obtained either via assuming a constant pressurisation coefficient \( (\text{e.g., [187]} \) or by considering a temperature-dependent pressurisation coefficient, allowing for gradual soil skeleton collapse \( (\text{e.g., [188]}). \)

### 6.3. Laboratory THM Characterisation

Laboratory THM soil characterisation has been more intensively studied in the last two decades; however, a number of seminal works on the THM behaviour of clays has been carried out before \( (\text{e.g., [24,197,211,212]}). \) Typically, laboratory THM soil characterisation is carried out by adapting standard laboratory soil testing devices to non-isothermal conditions, mainly oedometer, direct/simple shear, and triaxial devices, and more recently by means of centrifuge modelling \([213]\). The temperature controlled triaxial test is one of the best-established approaches for characterising THM behavior due to its relative simplicity and capability to control key variables. With the aim of studying the behaviour of SGE applications, both monotonic and cyclic thermal loading (aimed at reproducing seasonal temperature cycles) have been applied to soil samples in different experimental setups.

Laloui et al. \([26]\) identified the main issues related to laboratory thermo-mechanical testing, namely developing adequate heating systems, insulation and accounting for thermal losses, thermal calibration, control of boundary conditions, and representing long-term cyclic behaviour. They also categorised thermomechanical tests in three main groups, namely those involving heating by circulating fluid, heating with internal heaters, and heating with external heaters. The interested reader is referred to Reference \([26]\) for further details on experimental issues.

It can be observed that temperature changes may exert three major mechanical effects on soils: thermo-elastic expansion of soil particles and pore water (Section 5.2), thermo-plastic bulk volume changes, and thermally induced modification of frictional strength. This implies the possible
presence of both elastic and plastic thermally induced strains and thermal consolidation (e.g., [25,200]). Irreversible thermal effects that are most relevant to SGE systems include thermally induced strength changes and thermal consolidation.

6.3.1. THM Response by Triaxial Tests

Triaxial tests are particularly important in the study of THM soil behaviour, as they (also) enable the assessment of volumetric thermal expansion at constant isotropic stress. Reference [200] carried out thermal tests in isotropic conditions on a saturated illite subjected to a temperature increase from 18.9 °C up to 60 °C, followed by cooling to 18.9 °C under constant total stress of 200 kPa, in both drained and undrained conditions. The results clearly show the combined effect of elastic and plastic behaviour on the temperature-volume-effective stress test results (Figure 22). In drained conditions, the increase in temperature leads to increasing compressive volumetric strains and an expulsion of water from the clay sample, whereas with a decrease in temperature the reverse occurs. A tangent thermal expansion coefficient can be obtained at each point. In undrained conditions, heating produces a pore pressure increase and, consequently, an effective stress decrease.

![Figure 22](image22.png)

**Figure 22.** Volumetric strain (a) and pore pressure change (b) in undrained conditions for saturated illite under a constant total stress of 200 kPa as a function of temperature (adapted from Reference [200]).

It should be noted that two plastic effects interact during heating at constant mean effective stress: a softening effect due to a higher temperature (shrinkage of the yield surface), and a hardening effect due a reduction in void ratio (thermal compaction). Due to changes in the particle arrangement, the process is not reversible during cooling for soils normally or slightly over-consolidated, and residual strains remain.

In Reference [25], the thermomechanical response of kaolin was tested in isotropic stress conditions by means of a triaxial device with controlled temperature (Figure 23). The adaptations of the system to non-isothermal conditions are described in detail in Reference [203].

![Figure 23](image23.png)

**Figure 23.** Triaxial device with controlled temperature [203].
Very illustrative results are shown in Figure 24, where it is observed that the samples tested in normally consolidated or slightly over-consolidated conditions exhibit irreversible compaction and density increase during drained heating (thermal hardening). In over-consolidated conditions, during drained heating, clayey soils initially show a dilatant behaviour (due to thermo-elastic dilation), possibly followed, for higher temperatures, by thermo-plastic volume reduction.

**Figure 24.** Thermal volumetric strain of speshwhite Kaolin clay during drained heating from 22 °C to 90 °C [25].

The transition from contractive to expansive behaviour depends on the over-consolidation ratio (OCR) and on the soil type. Figures 25 and 26 show the evolution of volumetric strains with OCR and clay activity, respectively. It can be deduced that the higher the activity, the higher the potential for thermal volume change.

The effect of temperature on soil mechanical behaviour under general axisymmetric states has also been studied by means of triaxial tests (e.g., [24,212,214]). The tendency and magnitude of the shear strength change for different temperatures reportedly depends on a variety of factors, such as soil type, mineralogy, OCR, drainage conditions, and thermal rate. Reference [215] emphasised the importance of previous mechanical and thermal loading. In fact, in drained conditions, in some cases heating causes strengthening in clays (thermal hardening) and a stiffer behaviour can observed during subsequent shearing. This hardening effect (associated with increasing shear strength) in drained conditions was confirmed by Reference [216], who subjected soil samples to heating before shearing them in undrained conditions.

**Figure 25.** Evolution of volumetric strain with the over-consolidation ratio (OCR) for clays (ΔT = 20–40 °C) (adapted from Reference [26] using data from References [203,216–221]).
6.3.2. THM Response by Shear Tests

The direct shear test measures the shear strength properties of soils or soft rocks along a predetermined plane. The test is carried out on a soil sample placed in a square cross-section metal box. The box is split horizontally at mid-height and a small clearance is kept between the two halves of the box. The soil sample is sheared by moving the top half of the box relative to the bottom half. The rate of strain can be varied to obtain drained or undrained conditions, depending on whether the strain is applied slowly enough to prevent pore-water pressure build-up or not. However, a specimen’s pore pressure cannot be measured in standard direct shear apparatus. The adaptation of this test to non-isothermal conditions is relatively simple and the main concern is to maintain constant temperature conditions during the test. Due to its configuration, this test has been used to investigate the behaviour of the pile-soil interface, which is particularly important to assess the response of floating energy piles. Sand-concrete and clay-concrete interfaces were tested in this way under constant normal load and constant normal stiffness conditions monotonically and cyclically.

In Reference [225], a direct shear device developed and calibrated for non-isothermal soil-structure interface testing was used, adopting a heating system composed by an electrical resistance, an electrical power supplier, an insulation system, and a thermocouple.

The main conclusions of Reference [225] were that the sand-concrete interface was affected by cyclic shear strength degradation but not directly by temperature. The concrete-clay interface appeared to be sensitive to thermal variations, showing an increase of clay-pile interface strength upon thermal loading, probably because of thermally induced compaction strength with increasing temperature (thermal consolidation).

To investigate the shear behaviour of sand, clay, and soil/concrete interface, Reference [184] carried out shear tests under very small normal stresses (5–80 kPa) at various temperatures (5 °C, 20 °C, and 40 °C) in a direct shear apparatus, equipped with temperature control. A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 27. A copper tube was accommodated in the shear box container and connected to a heating/cooling circulator, able to impose a temperature in the range of −20 °C to 80 °C. Two thermocouples were installed in the box: one below the shear box and the other at the water surface. The container was thermally insulated using expanded polystyrene sheets. The soil (or soil/concrete) was placed between two porous stones and two metal porous plates. The authors conclude that in the investigated temperature range, thermally induced effects on strength are negligible.
The results of two such oedometer tests run at 20 °C and 40 °C are shown in Figure 28. It is clear that the soil undergoes a reduction in the elastic domain size with increasing temperature.

Recent studies using shear tests devices to assess the effect of temperature by means of monotonic and cyclic loading do not present totally convergent conclusions. Furthermore, it should be noted that this test is less reliable than others—due, for example, to the of lack of information on the complete stress state of the tested specimen and the need to impose the orientation of the shear surface.

6.3.3. THM Response by Oedometric Tests

The oedometer test allows characterising the soil stress-strain behaviour of saturated specimens under one-dimensional compression, and can be used to determine compressibility and consolidation parameters. The temperature-dependent behaviour of soil under oedometric loading (vertical loading and prevented lateral deformation) has been studied for some decades (e.g., [185,186,226,227]). These authors noticed a significant temperature effect on the compressibility of the tested clays. For increasing temperature, soil compressibility tends to increase and the pre-consolidation pressure decreases (shrinkage of the yield surface), causing the compression curve to move towards smaller effective stresses.

More recently, with the specific aim of studying SGE applications, the response of a natural silty clay soil to thermal loading in drained conditions was investigated by means of oedometer tests by References [228] and [225]. The devices employed for the experiments are oedometer cells that were adapted to include temperature control (see Reference [204], and Figure 1 therein). Thermal load is provided by spiral tubes placed around the specimens and connected to a heater (the temperature of the bath being imposed through a thermostat). A pump circulates the water at the desired temperature inside the spiral tubes, from the thermo-controlled bath to the cells. During the tests, the temperature is monitored inside each cell using four thermocouples. The cells are insulated with a polystyrene box to minimise thermal losses [204].

The abovementioned tests were carried out at various constant temperatures, aimed at analysing the soil sensitivity to temperature and thermal cycling under constant vertical effective stress. Temperature ranged between 5 and 60 °C. In normally consolidated conditions it was observed that after a couple of thermal cycles (between 5 and 60 °C), the irreversible volumetric strains stabilised between 0.5 and 1%, with the following cycles being reversible. On the other hand, in over-consolidated states, the samples showed no irreversible volumetric strain, leading the authors to confirm that over-consolidated soils develop essentially elastic behaviour during heating. As expected, silty clay specimens tested under normal consolidation conditions (OCR = 1) exhibited thermo-plasticity, showing that most of the irreversible deformation occurred during the first heating-cooling cycle. The results of two such oedometer tests run at 20 °C and 40 °C are shown in Figure 28. It is clear that the soil undergoes a reduction in the elastic domain size with increasing temperature. In the same
figure, the response is shown of a sample submitted to thermal cycling, which induced a thermal consolidation effect.

![Figure 28. Oedometric results (a) tests at 20 °C and 40 °C samples; (b) test results with thermal cycles (adapted from Reference [204]).](https://example.com/figure28)

### 6.4. Basic Parameters Needed for Thermo-Mechanical Modelling

To be able to reproduce the observed thermo-mechanical behaviour of soils and eventually make predictions in boundary value problems involving SGE systems, one should typically resort to finite element modelling, incorporating a suitable constitutive law that can capture the most significant thermo-mechanical effects. To that aim, constitutive formulations exist such as those based on the Critical State Soil Mechanics framework (cf. Section 6.1), that can be easily incorporated into commercial finite element codes. Upon referring to one of the simplest such thermo-mechanical constitutive formulations, as that presented by Reference [198], it can be deduced that a basic set of parameters needed to reproduce a soil’s basic thermo-mechanical behaviour (in addition to standard Cam Clay parameters) consists of: (a) volumetric thermo-elastic expansion coefficient, (b) thermo-plastic softening parameter, and possibly (c) a parameter describing thermally induced changes in material type, and can be measured by means of isotropic heating tests of normally consolidated specimens (e.g., [198, 230]).

Parameter (a) is the best established and can be measured by means of different experiments, such as performing drained heating tests at constant isotropic stress in over-consolidated specimens (e.g., [198, 230]). Parameter (b) describes the rate at which thermal softening occurs, i.e., the thermal dependency of the soil’s apparent pre-consolidation stress, defining the ‘shrinkage’ of elastic domain with increasing temperature. This parameter has been shown to depend upon the material type, and can be measured by means of isotropic heating tests of normally consolidated specimens in a triaxial apparatus ([198] and Figure 7 therein). Parameter (c), aimed at describing temperature effects on the frictional strength of the material, could be measured by carrying out a set of triaxial tests at different constant temperatures. However, this soil property is less well established, as somewhat contradictory results emerge from the literature. For example, while Reference [229] proposed that the Critical State parameter M may exhibit a linear decreasing relationship with increasing temperature, other studies (e.g., [212, 215]) suggested that M tends to increase or remain constant with increasing temperature. Hence, at least for basic thermo-mechanical analyses, it is suggested not to consider M to vary with temperature.

The above parameter determination suggestions are by no means exhaustive of the wide range of possible thermo-mechanical soil features that may be of academic interest. For example, including rate dependency, thermal cycling, and thermal pressurisation effects would require more complex models and the consequent increase of the number of parameters to be determined, in addition to standard parameters within the Cam Clay framework. However, the above outlined simple framework
provides some didactic insight into the basic features that should be considered and the corresponding parameters when approaching a thermo-mechanical problem for SGE applications.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

Soil and rock thermal characterisation is essential for an appropriate energy assessment of SGE systems. As the scope of SGE systems has expanded to include energy geostructures and other novel heat exchangers, so the required range of parameters required for design has correspondingly increased. As a consequence, there is a move from the determination of thermal conductivity to include the quantification of coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour; with it, the degree of uncertainty in parameter estimation increases.

However, even when considering the relatively simpler assessment of thermal conductivity, there are many pitfalls and challenges arising from the nature of soils and rocks as three phases materials. It is particularly important to understand when thermal processes other than diffusion may be occurring within the material being tested. Soil thermal conductivity can be determined in the laboratory or in the field. The advantage of laboratory testing is the speed and therefore relatively low costs. However, there may be difficulties with sampling quality and representative sample preparation as well as the scale and thermal conditions of the tests compared with in situ field conditions. While large-scale TRT is arguably more representative of the true conditions of a SGE system, it is time-consuming, expensive, and provides only a lumped understanding of the ground behaviour. This paper presents a first systematic comparison between both field and laboratory testing and different approaches to laboratory testing.

Laboratory tests can be steady-state or transient in terms of the heat flow conditions. Steady-state tests require good experimental design to prevent excessive heat losses. They also require a relatively long durations (hours) which means that moisture migration can occur in partially saturated samples. While transient tests (which occur in minutes) overcome both of these issues, they test a small and hence less representative volume of soil. For the most common approach, the needle probe, there can also be problems when testing large grain sizes, and hard clays or rocks where predrilling may lead to additional errors. This has led to recent developments of transient plane source heat probes which are becoming increasingly popular, but for which there is limited systematic critical and comparative assessment.

Where comparisons between steady-state and transient approaches have been made, they typically include the hot guarded plate and the needle probe. Often different studies appear contradictory, but careful examination does reveal some trends. For dry sands, a good match is usually obtained since thermal processes other than conduction are rarely occurring. For partially saturated fine soils, steady-state methods can overestimate the thermal conductivity if excessive heat losses occur, but it is perhaps more likely to underestimate due to moisture migration and sample drying. Drying can also be seen in some sands. Finally, when saturated sands and gravels are tested at elevated temperatures, steady-state tests can overestimate thermal conductivity due to the presence of buoyancy-driven flow in the pore spaces.

These results suggest that transient testing is preferable for fine sources and partially or fully saturated sands. Steady-state testing is acceptable for dry sands and will be necessary for coarser soils. Rocks and hard clays would be most suited to steady-state tests, or if there is concern about partial saturation in the clays, then transient plane sources techniques can be applied.

While soil and rock thermal laboratory testing has long been of interest for a variety of academic and practical fields, in situ thermal response testing may constitute the principal development in the field of soil thermal characterisation related specifically to SGE applications. Together with the estimation of the effective thermal conductivity over the full scale of the ground heat exchanger, it also provides the thermal resistance of the heat exchanger. A limitation of the standard TRT practice is that it yields an averaged value of the thermal conductivity of the soil, which may prevent the optimisation of the energy design. Recently, enhanced and distributed TRT techniques, providing continuous
in-depth soil thermal characterisation, have been developed to counter this. These approaches require additional equipment and therefore expense, but provide additional information that may assist in guiding the heat exchanger length. This paper provides a first comparison of TRT and DTRT techniques and finds the results to be broadly comparable, albeit with higher values from the DTRT in some cases. This could be due to the greater significance of non-radial heat flow when the heat exchanger is split into many smaller lengths. Currently DTRT remains mainly a research tool, with most routine tests operating a standardised procedure. However, it could be valuable in circumstances when the geological conditions are known to be heterogeneous. Developments in TRT techniques also include TRT for pile heat exchangers, whose interpretation requires more advanced models that consider the low aspect ratios and unique geometries of the foundation piles. Basic interpretation methods are shown to systematically overestimate thermal conductivity and are not advised. As a consequence, pile TRTs are not recommended in routine practice without the commitment to more time-consuming analyses such as numerical simulation.

There is also a tendency for systematic differences to arise between field and laboratory scale determinations of thermal conductivity. Overall, field testing is shown to consistently give higher results for thermal conductivity. However, many different factors may lead to these discrepancies. These include issues of method such as heat losses in poorly insulated tests in the field, sample disturbance, and drying before laboratory testing. However, there are also differences due to scale effects such as strata layering and the presence of groundwater flow which can significantly enhance effective thermal conductivity in the field. Despite these differences, except for the smallest SGE schemes, TRT is always recommended since it best represents operational conditions. However, consideration of both field and laboratory data is desirable to obtain the fullest understanding of the sub-surface conditions. In the absence of a laboratory campaign, the use of a DTRT would be an alternative way to provide similar information.

For energy geostructures, where thermal loading affects the (hydro)mechanical behaviour of both soil and structure, there are significant additional challenges for thermal properties estimation. While soil thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour has become better understood in recent years, the complexities of the accepted constitutive models mean that parametrisation of those models remains a largely academic pursuit. While the importance of the over-consolidation ratio is well understood in determining modes of behaviour, many other factors also influence the expected thermally induced strains. Consequently, and given the absence of routine commercial test methods, those conducting structural design in practice will no doubt be required to make assumptions and potentially derive material parameters from the academic literature. Bridging this gap remains the largest current challenge for the research community and will need to progress in parallel with the development of appropriate design methods.
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Abbreviations

The following acronyms and nomenclature are used in this manuscript.

Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1U</td>
<td>Single U pipe heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2U</td>
<td>Double U pipe heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomenclature</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3U</td>
<td>Three U pipe heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APGE</td>
<td>Auger Pressure Grouted Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Aspect Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHRAE</td>
<td>American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHE</td>
<td>Borehole Heat Exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaRM</td>
<td>Capacity Resistance Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>Composite Cylindrical Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>Cone Penetration Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSM</td>
<td>Cylinder Source Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRT</td>
<td>Distributed Thermal Response Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS</td>
<td>Distributed Temperature Sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETRT</td>
<td>Enhanced Thermal Response Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDTR</td>
<td>Frequency Domain Thermoreflectance Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>Finite Element Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>Finite Line Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHE</td>
<td>Ground Heat Exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographical Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPM</td>
<td>Geothermal Properties Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>Infinite Line Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDT</td>
<td>Linear Variable Differential Transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>Over-Consolidation Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGE</td>
<td>Shallow Geothermal Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEP</td>
<td>TRT Evaluation Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Thermal Grout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THM</td>
<td>Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>Transient Plane Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRT</td>
<td>Thermal Response Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>W-shape pipe heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆</td>
<td>increment or change operator (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A, B, C, D</td>
<td>main axes of thermal conductivity with angles (\alpha), (\beta), (\gamma) (rad or °) to line of scanning, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_i)</td>
<td>area normal to the direction of the heat flow (m(^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_{10})</td>
<td>10% of the sample is passing the 1.4 millimeter size (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>void ratio (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K and K(_f)</td>
<td>bulk modulus of the soil skeleton and Biot’s modulus, respectively (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_i)</td>
<td>length of the material (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>critical state parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>porosity (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>area of the heat spot (m(^2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>heat flow (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q)</td>
<td>heat rate (W·m(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_c)</td>
<td>cone resistance (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_b)</td>
<td>ground heat exchanger radius (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_b)</td>
<td>thermal resistance of the ground heat exchanger (K·m·W(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_f)</td>
<td>friction ratio (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>detection area of the radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>degree of saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{ambient}) and (T_{air})</td>
<td>ambient temperature during the TRT (K or °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_i)</td>
<td>temperature (K or °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{in}) or (T_{injection})</td>
<td>inlet temperature to the ground heat exchangers during the TRT (K or °C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$T_{out}$ outlet temperature from the ground heat exchangers during the TRT (K or °C)

$T_R$ reference temperature (K)

$U$ excess pore pressure (kPa)

$V$ velocity of scanning (m·s$^{-1}$)

$X$ direction coordinate or distance (m)

$\alpha$ thermal diffusivity (m$^2$·s$^{-1}$), defined as $\alpha = \lambda/\rho c_p$

$\beta$ volumetric free thermal expansion coefficient (K$^{-1}$)

$\beta_s$ and $\beta_w$ volumetric thermal expansion coefficients of the soil particles and water, respectively (K$^{-1}$)

$\varepsilon_v$ volumetric strain (-)

$\varepsilon_{vT}$ volumetric thermal expansion (-)

$\zeta$ rate of water per unit volume flowing into or out of the soil voids ($\zeta > 0$ for water flowing out of the voids)

$\lambda$ thermal conductivity (W·m$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)

$\lambda_R$ reference thermal conductivity (W·m$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)

$\rho c_p$ volumetric heat capacity (J·m$^{-3}$·W$^{-1}$)

$\sigma_v'$ effective vertical stress (kPa)

$\sigma_i'$ principal stresses (kPa)
Appendix A

This section contains Tables A1–A3.

### Table A1. Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each technique used for measuring soil and rock thermal properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guarded hot plate</td>
<td>(1) Large sample required. (2) Method not designed with soils in mind. (3) Presence of contact resistance that is difficult to evaluate or eliminate. (4) Overestimates the thermal conductivity of coarse saturated soils as it includes the effect of buoyancy-driven flow. (5) Moisture migration may occur in unsaturated soils. (6) Long duration tests.</td>
<td>(1) Standardised method [231] for rocks. (2) More suited to dried samples. (3) Possibility to measure thermal conductivity at different temperatures without needing external chambers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal cell</td>
<td>(1) Overestimates the thermal conductivity due to uncontrolled heat losses. (2) Long test durations. (3) Potential for moisture migration in unsaturated soils.</td>
<td>(1) Larger thermally activated zone than transient methods. (2) Suitable for any soil. (3) Sample sizes and shape suited to routine site investigation practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided bar</td>
<td>(1) It is a comparative method. (2) Similar problems to guarded hot plate including long duration and potential for moisture migration.</td>
<td>(1) Larger thermally activated zone than transient methods. (2) Well suited for rock testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal needle probe</td>
<td>(1) Need stable applied current. (2) Small sample volume is thermally activated; hence many tests may be needed in heterogeneous soils. (3) Not appropriate when soil grain size is large relative to needle. (4) The samples need to be large enough to avoid the effect of boundaries. (5) Contact resistance errors created when hole is drilled into rock samples or hard soils.</td>
<td>(1) Standardised method [46]. (2) Very rapid test; minimising moisture migration and hence suitable for partially saturated samples. (3) Portable version for in situ measurements. (4) Different needle sizes available to adapt to smaller samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal dual needle probe</td>
<td>(1) Same as limitations of the thermal needle probe, but requires extra care to ensure that insertion does not change separation of needle.</td>
<td>(1) As for the thermal needle probe, but it is not standardised. (2) It can also determine thermal diffusivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient plane source</td>
<td>(1) Requires complex decision-making to select adequate sensors, power and measuring times. (2) Hard to create a smooth surface in some soil types. (3) It is not standardised for soil and rock samples.</td>
<td>(1) A wide range of sample sizes can be measured as there are different sizes of sensors. (2) Applicable to all types of soils and rocks. (3) Fast measurements. (4) Volumetric heat capacity can also be determined. (5) There is no need to drill the samples as the probe remains in contact with the surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical scanning technique</td>
<td>(1) It is not a standardised method for soils and rocks. (2) Not well suited to soils given the requirement for smooth polished surfaces.</td>
<td>(1) Well suited for use with rocks. (2) Allows measuring the variations of the thermal conductivity along a scanning line on the sample. (3) Gives indications of the heterogeneity of the material.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Summary of studies where thermal response testing of pile heat exchangers has been adopted to obtain the thermal conductivity of the soil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pile Type, Length (m)/Diameter or Size (m)</th>
<th>Pipe Configuration</th>
<th>TRT Duration</th>
<th>Interpretation Methodology</th>
<th>Pile Thermal Resistance (m.K.W$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Soil Thermal Conductivity (W.m$^{-1}$.K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 25.8/0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td>160 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>[232]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 23/0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>20 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>[233]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven precast, 15/0.27x0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>[234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven steel tube, 17/0.244</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>[235]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.305</td>
<td></td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>ILS * initial 10 h  neglected</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>[236]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.305</td>
<td></td>
<td>67 h</td>
<td>ILS * initial 10 h  neglected</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>[237]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.457</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 h</td>
<td>ILS * initial 10 h  neglected</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>[238]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.457</td>
<td></td>
<td>110 h</td>
<td>ILS * initial 10 h  neglected</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow precast pile, 13.25/0.4</td>
<td>W *</td>
<td>14 h</td>
<td>3D FEM * simulation</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>[163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow precast pile, 13.75/0.4</td>
<td>3U *</td>
<td>10 h recovery</td>
<td>Recovery data</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 6/0.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5 h</td>
<td>GPM *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>[174]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 14.2/0.25</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>13 h</td>
<td>ILS * 6 h recovery</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile cement/sand, 30.5/0.254</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>48-60 h</td>
<td>ILS *, FLS *, CSM *</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>1.95-1.96-1.94</td>
<td>[236]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile cement/sand, 30.5/0.254</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>48-60 h</td>
<td>ILS *, FLS *, CSM *</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>2.02-2.02-2.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile cement/sand, 30.5/0.254</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>48-60 h</td>
<td>ILS *, FLS *, CSM *</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>1.95-1.96-1.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile cement, 30.5/0.254</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>48-60 h</td>
<td>ILS *, FLS *, CSM *</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>1.99-1.98-1.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile TG *, 18.3/0.305</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>94 h</td>
<td>ILS * time superposition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>[152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.305</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>ILS * time superposition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile APGE *, 18.3/0.457</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>100 h</td>
<td>ILS * time superposition</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile 18.3/0.305</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>G-function time superposition</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile 18.3/0.305</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>67 h</td>
<td>G-function time superposition</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>[237]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile 18.3/0.457</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>100 h</td>
<td>G-function time superposition</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile 18.3/0.457</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>110 h</td>
<td>G-function time superposition</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 26.8/0.3</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>34-25 days multi stage TRT</td>
<td>G-functions ILS *</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>[166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 16.1/0.6</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>72 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>[238]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 16.1/0.6</td>
<td>3U *</td>
<td>216 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 45/0.6</td>
<td>W *</td>
<td>48 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 18/0.42</td>
<td>W *</td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>[239]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 15.2/0.61</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>498 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.90-2.10</td>
<td>[173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 15.2/0.61</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>498 h</td>
<td>Based on thermistor measurements in bores</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.00-2.30</td>
<td>[240]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven precast, 15/0.3x0.3</td>
<td>W *</td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>2D FEM * simulation</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>[168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven precast, 16.1/0.6</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>72 h</td>
<td>2D FEM *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>[241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven precast, 10/0.27x0.27</td>
<td>1U *</td>
<td>275 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>[242]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-pile, 12/0.18</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>96 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>[243]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pile Type, Length (m)/Diameter or Size (m)</th>
<th>Pipe Configuration</th>
<th>TRT Duration</th>
<th>Interpretation Methodology</th>
<th>Pile Thermal Resistance (m.K.W⁻¹)</th>
<th>Soil Thermal Conductivity (W.m⁻¹.K⁻¹)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Driven precast, 17/0.35x0.35</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>120 h</td>
<td>ILS *</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[175]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auger pile, 20/0.62</td>
<td>2U *</td>
<td>110 h</td>
<td>CaRM *</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>[160]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table A3. Pile and borehole case studies measuring both laboratory and field thermal conductivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Hole Diameter</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Ground Conditions</th>
<th>Lab Method</th>
<th>Field Method</th>
<th>TInjection &gt; Tambient?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[107]</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>Clastic sedimentary sequence</td>
<td>Needle probe (93 measurements on core)</td>
<td>TRT, line-source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DTRT also carried out with higher resulting average effective thermal conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[145]</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>86 to 99</td>
<td>632 to 728</td>
<td>Shale, siltstone, and sandstone</td>
<td>Needle probe (on dry cuttings)</td>
<td>TRT, line source and FEA</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Four boreholes, varying test lengths including one long-term test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[176]</td>
<td>&gt;0.15</td>
<td>110 or 200</td>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>Clay, silt, sand mudstone</td>
<td>Transient strip heat source</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>22 TRT on 11 boreholes, 337 samples tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[177]</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Laboratory sand box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[108]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Sand and gravel with clay layers</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Stiff fissured clay</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Values from first stage of multi-stage TRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[152]</td>
<td>0.305 and 0.457</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>60 and 40</td>
<td>Sandy clay and dense sand</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[174]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Sand and gravel</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source and GPM</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Short duration in situ test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[175]</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Organic clay, sands, and gravels</td>
<td>Needle and dual needle probes</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Square cross-section pile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[163]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Weathered granite</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, FEA</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Spun concrete pile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[172]</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Sand and clayey sand</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[173]</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Sand, sandey sand</td>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>TRT, line source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Four piles, each test corrected for long header pipes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRT = thermal response test; FEA = finite element analysis.
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